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We would like the children to complete at least one of the 

home learning tasks below.  It would be great if the family 

could get involved in their learning! 

1.  Create your own mythical beast.  You 

could do this as a model or as a 

detailed diagram. 

2. Plan a new event for Olympics.  You 

must explain the event and what the 

athletes need to do to win! 

3. Design a symbol for one of the Greek 

gods (representing their powers and 

what they are the god of) 

4. Produce a fact sheet about Ancient 

Greece, listing interesting facts and 

figures about the country, famous 

Greeks and even the food! 

Bring your work in before Friday 17th 

October to earn yourself a prize! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

   

        

 

 

 

 

          Hazel Class 

The History of 

Britain and the 

World. 

Money! 

 

Home Learning Tasks 



                                                       

 

The History of Britain 

and the World 

 

Music 

I can sing with confidence using a wider 

vocal range. 

I can identify melodic phrases and play them 

by ear and identify phrases that could be 

used as an introduction, interlude and 

ending. 

I can analyse and comment on how sounds 

are used to create different moods. 

I can create an accompaniment to a known 

song. I can perform in different ways, 

exploring the way the performers are a 

musical resource. 

ART  I can design and make Greek masks. 

I can use drawing and sculpture to share 

ideas and imaginations. 

I can develop techniques in using colour, 

texture, line, shape, and form using paper 

mache. 

I know about the use of art in Ancient Greek 

theatre and make links to my own work. 

 

 

History 

I know how significant events have 

influenced life today. 

I know that we find out about the past in 

different ways and can describe these. 

I know the chronology (timeline) of historical 

events (ancient) 

I know what it was like to live in Ancient 

Greece, their achievements and their effect on 

the western world. 

Science 

Forces and Magnets 

I can investigate the effects of different forces 

and how I can use these to move mechanical 

parts or objects in specific ways. 

I can identify pushes and pulls as forces. 

I can explore how things move on different 

surfaces, set up an enquiry and draw 

conclusions. 

I can find out about attractions and repulsion 

by magnetic forces and identify which 

materials are magnetic.  

I can Investigate compasses and make a 

simple one. 

I will discuss fair testing and draw 

conclusions. 

PSHE 

I know that I need to take responsibility for 

my physical activity and nutrition in order to 

maintain a healthy lifestyle. 

I can identify things that can be good and 

bad for my health and wellbeing.  

I can explain how other people are feeling 

using a range of vocabulary and can 

describe how I am feeling.  

I understand that sometimes we feel 

conflicting emotions.  

I know that sometimes we have to listen to 

our emotions and overcome them at times.  

I know that as we grow up our emotions 

change.  

 

RE 

I can identify the influence religion has on believers’ 

lives in Britain and around the World. 

I can describe religious stories and their meaning. 

I can compare things that influence me with those 

that influence others. 

I can ask questions about religion and beliefs. 

 

PE 

 I can use catching, throwing in isolation and 

combination. 

I can develop flexibility, technique, control and balance. 

I can compare performances to previous ones to achieve 

my personal best. 

Children will also have coaching from Argyle’s 

Colin B. 

 

Other (ICT, French, ) 

 I can design and write programs that accomplish 

specific goals including controlling and simulating 

physical systems. 

I can solve problems by decomposing them into smaller 

parts.  I can use logical reasoning, detect and correct 

errors in algorithms and programs. 

 


